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-   [Amy]   Once   again,   welcome   to   our   speechpathology.com   webinar   today.   Behavioral   

Frameworks   for   Dementia   Management,   and   we   are   very   pleased   to   have   two   

presenters   with   us   here   today.   Dr.   Mary   Beth   Mason   is   a   full   professor   and   Founding   

Program   Director   of   the   Speech   Language   Pathology   program   at   Thiel   College.   And   

Robert   Serianni   is   Chair   and   Program   Director   and   assistant   professor   in   the   

Department   of   Speech   Language   Pathology   at   Salus   University.   So   welcome   to   both   of   

you.   I'm   gonna   hand   over   the   mic.   

  

-   [Beth]   Thank   you   so   much,   Amy.   Again,   I'm   Mary   Beth   Mason,   and   I   am   happy   to   be   

here   today,   talking   to   you   about   treatment   approaches   for   dementia,   and   I'm   happy   to   

have   my   colleague   Bob   Serianni   here   as   well.   

  

-   [Bob]   Thanks   Mary   Beth   and   thanks   Amy.   Welcome   to   all   of   you   who   are   joining   us   

today   live   or   in   our   recordings.   So   just   to   point   out,   we   have   some   disclosures   that   

we've   included   here   in   the   slides   and   our   learning   outcomes   are   to   explain   differences   

in   clinical   manifestations   and   the   assessment   and   treatment   of   various   dementia   types,   

identify   at   least   three   interventions   that   have   proven   effects   for   adults   with   dementia.   

And   finally,   to   describe   the   rationale   for   using   various   evidence-based   behavioral   

frameworks   as   treatment   approaches   for   different   types   of   dementia.   

  

-   [Mary]   And   we   wanna   get   started   by   just   doing   a   little   bit   of   review.   And   I   know   that  

you   guys   probably   know   all   of   this,   but   just   to   put   things   into   perspective,   as   we   talk   

about   the   evidence-based   practices   in   behavioral   approaches.   So   the   first   type   of   

dementia   that,   or   the   first   underlying   cause   of   dementia,   I   should,   say   that   we're   gonna   

discuss   is   Alzheimer's   disease.   And   we   all   know   what   Alzheimer's   disease   is,   it's   the   

most   common   cause   of   dementia.   And   it   really   is   created   by   a   buildup   of   waste   

products   in   the   brain.   So   plaques   and   tangles,   and   that   initially   is   in   the   hippocampus,   

which   is   the   memory   center   of   the   brain.   So   what   we   see   as   our   initial   hallmark   

symptom   in   the   early   stages   would   be   that   memory   loss   that   causes   a   functional   
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impairment   in   the   person's   activities   of   daily   living.   We   see   this   as   a   slow   and   insidious   

disease   process.   So   the   person   continues   to   lose   function   over   time,   and   it   is   a   

diagnosis   of   exclusion.   So   really   the   only   way   that   we   know   that   it's   Alzheimer's   for   

sure   would   be   an   autopsy.   So   examination   of   the   brain   after   death,   but   really   clinically   

there's   over   a   90%   accuracy   rate   when   they   look   at   post-mortem   studies.   And   so   by   

doing   a   battery   of   tests   and   scans   and   things,   neurologists   can   typically   diagnosed   that  

effectively.   The   next   dementia   is   vascular   dementia.   So   with   vascular   dementia,   we   can   

have   different   presentations.     

  

And   it's   really   gonna   be   based   on   where   the   infarcts   are   in   the   brain.   Individuals   that   

have   vascular   dementia   typically   have   a   history   of   high   blood   pressure   or   some   type   of   

related   vascular   disease   and   something   that   we   see   that's   different   than   the   other   

dementias   would   be   that   we   have   weakness   of   the   extremities,   because   we're   talking   

about   people   that   are   having   strokes   or   mini   strokes   or   some   type   of   neurological   

event.   So   we   typically   see,   again,   those   early   symptoms   would   be   reflective   of   where   

the   damage   is   in   the   brain.   But   typically   we   think   of   that   there's   a   decline   in   memory   

and   at   least   two   other   cognitive   functions   and   the   presence   of   cardiovascular   disease,   

that's   documented   by   the   history   clinical   examination   and,   or   brain   imaging.   So   it   can   

be   similar   to   Alzheimer's,   but   it's   really   that   they   have   that   related   history   of   

cardiovascular   disease.     

  

The   presence   of   the   dementia   is   going   to   be   related   to   the   disease   progression.   And   so   

we   typically   see   the   onset   of   the   dementia   within   three   months   following   the   

recognized   stroke   or   mini   stroke.   We   see   an   abrupt   deterioration   in   cognitive   functions.   

We   often   refer   to   this   as   a   step   wise   progression   of   cognitive   functions   related   to   the   

vascular   episodes.   So   you   have   the   person   that   has   the   stroke,   the   mini   stroke,   and   

there's   a   steep   decline.   And   then   they   plateau   for   a   period   of   time.   They   have   another   

vascular   event   and   a   steep   decline   in   function   versus   the   Alzheimer's,   which   is   just   

gonna   be   slow   and   continuous   over   time.   So   if   you   think   of   the   Alzheimer's,   you   think   
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more   like   a   sliding   board,   and   if   vascular,   you   think   more   like   stairsteps,   what   we   see   

with   the   vascular   dementia   is   that   the   person   often   maintains   their   personality   and   their   

normal   levels   of   emotional   responsiveness   until   later   in   the   disease,   the   cognitive   

changes   again   are   gonna   be   correlated   to   those   areas   of   damage.   Typically,   we   have   

more   focal   deficits   with   vascular   dementia   as   compared   to   the   global   deficits   that   we   

see   with   Alzheimer's   disease.   And   our   typical   symptoms   would   be   problems   with   

thinking   language,   bladder   control,   and   walking.   Again,   pointing   out   that   you   have   the   

weakness   of   extremities   because   of   the   vascular   event   that   you   don't   necessarily   see   

with   Alzheimer's.   If   it's   a   cortical   infarct,   we   could   also   have   a   phagia   along   with   the   

memory   loss   and   visual   spatial   problems.     

  

And   if   it's   a   sub-cortical   infarct,   we   can   have   issues   with   psychomotor   function,   

memory   and   cognitive   impairments.   Again,   personality   is   typically   gonna   be   retained   

into   the   later   stages,   but   depression   can   be   common   with   vascular   dementia   as   it   also   

is   with   Alzheimer's   disease.   And   then   the   last   type   of   dementia   we're   gonna   talk   about   

today   is   the   frontotemporal   dementia   that's   caused   by   frontotemporal   degeneration.     

  

And   so   with   the   frontotemporal   dementia,   this   is   where   we   have   damage   specifically   to   

the   frontal   and   temporal   lobes   of   the   brain.   So   there's   different   subtypes   within   

frontotemporal   dementia.   We   have   frontotemporal   dementia   with   motor   disease,   so   

that   we   have   Pick's   disease.   We   have   semantic   dementia   and   then   a   primary   

progressive   aphasia.   So   obviously   with   the   semantic   dementia,   the   primary   progressive   

aphasia,   we're   gonna   see   language   issues   that   would   be   more   impaired   in   the   early   

stages.   And   with   the   frontotemporal   dementia   with   motor   disease,   we   see   more   of   the  

personality   changes.   So   the   hallmark   indicator   within   the   brain   pathology   itself   would   

be   abnormal   swollen   brain   cells   and   the   frontal   and   or   temporal   lobes   of   the   brain.   The   

brain   atrophy   is   gonna   be   localized   to   the   frontal   and   temporal   lobes.   With   Alzheimer's   

disease,   we   see   more   diffuse   damage,   but   again,   with   frontotemporal   dementia,   we   

see   more   localized   damage.   It   does   exist   as   an   inherited   disease   in   some   families,   but   
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that's   not   the   majority   of   those   that   present   with   frontotemporal   dementia.   Typically   we   

see   a   younger   onset   with   frontotemporal   dementia   and   degeneration.   Typically   

individuals   are   between   the   age   of   40   to   60   years   old,   and   we   know   that   with   

Alzheimer's,   it's   typically   over   the   age   of   65,   with   the   frontotemporal   dementia,   if   it's   

more   frontal   lobe   than   temporal   lobe   initially   we   see   personality   changes.   So   a   lot   of   

times   this   can   be   misdiagnosed   or   confused   with   a   schizophrenia,   depression,   or   other   

psychiatric   disorder.   Oftentimes   you   hear   of   individuals   that   have   frontotemporal   

dementia,   who,   you   know,   people   close   to   them   think   that   they're   having   a   midlife   

crisis   because   it's   around   that   time   that   the   symptoms   present   and   their   behaviors   

become   increasingly   bizarre.   This   again   is   like   Alzheimer's   disease   where   there's   no   

cure,   so   it's   a   degenerative   disease.   The   lifespan   is   typically   two   years   to   over   10   years   

after   the   first   onset   of   symptoms   and   death   is   typically   gonna   result   from   some   type   of   

infection   in   these   individuals.   Again,   if   we   have   more   of   the   frontal   lobe   damage,   we   

see   a   lot   of   the   personality   changes.   So   these   individuals,   their   initial   symptoms   are   not   

necessarily   the   memory   changes.   It   would   be   the   personality   changes   that   we   see   first.   

So   personality   change   and   lack   of   insight   into   one's   own   condition,   with   intact   memory.   

They   are   mentally   inflexible.   They   can   appear   selfish   and   aggressive.   They   have   

difficulty   recognizing   faces.   Sometimes   they   may   not   use   objects   appropriately.   They   

have   repetitive   meaningless   behaviors   and   compulsive   behaviors,   we   can   see   OCD,   

childlike   behaviors,   overeating   with   obsessive   cravings,   excessive   alcohol   intake,   oral   

obsessiveness   in   general,   attention   deficits   that   we   would   see   functionally   as   problems   

with   maintaining   conversation,   problems   with   sustaining   a   line   of   thoughts.   And   there   

can   also   be   inappropriate   sexual   aggression   or   sexual   behaviors   secondary   to   the   

frontal   lobe   changes.   And   we'll   give   you   some   tips   on   how   to   deal   with   all   of   these   

symptoms   later   on.   

  

-   [Bob]   So   in   seeking   the   evidence-based   practice   in   dementia   and   assessment,   

dementia   assessment   intervention,   we'd   like   to   review   some   general   research   

considerations   and   to   point   out   that   there   are   currently   gaps   or   limitations   to   what   we   
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know.   For   example,   the   reliability   of   differential   diagnosis   between   dementia   types   is   

lacking.   A   majority   of   the   research   that   we   have   is   specifically   for   Alzheimer's   disease   

or   the   dementia   types   are   not   specified   in   the   research.   Treatment   tends   to   focus   on   

maintenance   and   not   improvement   of   skills   or   behaviors.   And   as   we   know,   each   

patient's   behaviors   are   individualized   and   that   could   impact   the   validity   or   the   

generalization,   our   treatment.   Overall,   the   research   shows   a   lack   of   randomized   control   

trials   without   the   good   RCT   data   and   given   the   heterogeneousness   of   this   group,   we   

sometimes   can   have   difficulty   applying   what   we   know   in   research,   but   we   do   have   

some   direct   treatment   modalities   that   I'd   like   to   review   with   you.     

  

There   are   a   variety   of   direct   treatment   approaches   that   we   do   employ,   in   the   care   of   

individuals   that   have   dementia,   including   supportive   conversations   and   caregiver   

training,   simulative   presence   therapy.   We   can   also   do   Direct   Cognitive   Training,   

Reminiscent   Therapy,   Reality   Orientation,   Montessori   Programming,   and   spaced   

retrieval.   Those   last   few,   the   direct   treatment   ideas   will   be   broken   down   over   the   next   

few   slides.   First   we'll   start   with   Direct   Cognitive   Training.   In   a   comprehensive   literature   

review,   Claren   Woods   investigated   cognitive   stimulation,   reality   orientation,   cognitive   

training,   and   cognitive   rehabilitation.     

  

Results   from   the   lit   review   showed   that   evidence   did   not   provide   strong   supports   for   

the   use   of   cognitive   training   intervention   in   folks   with   early   stage   Alzheimer's   disease.   

There   was   methodological   limitations,   including   the   lack   of   randomized   control   trials   

throughout   the   literature   review.   It   was   not   possible   to   draw   firm   conclusions   about   the   

efficacy   of   individualized   cognitive   rehabilitation   intervention.   For   those   with   early   stage   

dementia.   There   was   some   indications   in   single   case   designs,   as   well   as   small   group   

studies,   but   we're   cautiously   positive   to   apply   those   to   our   general   practice.   Because   

then   there's   not   strong   research   findings,   positive   outcomes   may   be   difficult   to   apply   

such   as   how   long   will   they   last   those   carry   overs   given   the   progressive   nature   of   

dementia.   Or   will   cognitive   training   lead   to   more   behaviors   in   someone   with   
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frontotemporal   dementia   due   to   the   patient   not   having   any   insights   into   their   loss.   Also,   

which   specific   cognitive   areas   should   be   targeted,   knowing   that   there's   a   hierarchy   of   

cognition   and   not   everyone   presents   the   same   deterioration,   where   should   we   start,   or   

how   should   we   proceed.   Next,   We'd   like   to   review   reality   orientation.   In   a   

comprehensive   literature   review,   O'Connell   and   colleagues,   looked   for   the   clinical   

usefulness   as   defined   as   something   that   could   potentially   improve   the   patient's   

wellbeing   or   the   organizational   efficiency.   Feasibility   was   determined   as   something   that   

could   be   implemented   through   a   variety   of   settings.   Results   showed   that   reality   

orientation   has   sometimes   applies,   sometimes   improves   or   maintains   the   cognitive   

functioning   with   people   with   dementia,   specifically   in   long-term   care   facilities,   and   may   

potentially   be   employed   in   some   acute   care   settings.     

  

But   will   reality   orientation   continue   to   be   effective   beyond   those   early   stages   in   the   

middle   or   advanced   stages   of   dementia?   Experience-based   practice,   EBP,   sometimes   

shows   that   reality   orientation   can   actually   agitate   a   patient   and   increase   behaviors   such   

as   repetitive   questioning   or   aggressiveness.   Our   next   directory   treatment   approach   is   

Reminiscence   Therapy.   Reviewed   by   Kim   and   colleagues,   this   literature   review   showed   

that   individuals   with   episodic   memory   impairments   with   some   ability   to   engage   in   

verbal   communication   would   benefit   from   this   type   of   therapy.   Those   with   mild   to   

moderate   dementia,   with   the   ability   to   tolerate   social   interactions   within   a   group,   

without   excessive   disruption   to   other   group   members   were   also   found   to   have   benefit.   

The   reminiscent   group,   should   be   comprised   of   individuals   with   a   similar   level   of   

cognitive   linguistic   ability.   Therefore   it   may   not   be   appropriate   for   all   those   with   

advanced   dementia   or   those   that   are   exhibiting   behavior   disturbances.   There   is   

certainly,   a   high   level   of   logistical   concerns.   Finding   a   group   whose   individuals   are   

functioning   at   a   very   similar   level   may   be   difficult.   And   facilitators   need   to   be   highly   

familiar   with   the   participants   and   their   backgrounds   in   order   to   be   able   to   apply   the   

therapy   techniques.   Overall,   reminiscent   therapy,   tends   to   be   popular   among   

caregivers.   Next,   we   talk   about   Montessori   Programming,   Mahamudra   and   colleagues,   
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reviewed   five   articles   and   evaluated   the   outcomes.   Candidates   that   were   successful   for   

this   treatment   were   those   that   had   episodic   memory   impairments   with   some   capacity,   

for   motor   learning,   communication,   socialization,   and   no   history   of   physical   aggression.   

Those   with   mild   to   moderate   dementia   and   the   ability   to   attend   were   the   most   

successful.   But   before   implementing   a   Montessori   based   intervention   screening   

needed   to   be   completed   to   ensure   visual   auditory,   sensory,   and   motor   applications.   An   

individual   should   be   observed   socializing   and   participating   in   a   group   setting   with   other   

residents,   determine   their   candidacy   for   Montessori   Programming.     

  

These   treatment   tasks   should   be   applied   to   relevant   life   activities   such   as   ADLs.   But   

we   do   see   several   clinical   implications.   Can   this   be   used   with   individuals   or   just   in   

group   settings?   Knowing   that   the   SLP   must   identify   the   level   of   functioning   first   and   the   

appropriate   adaptations   and   education   required   to   give   to   caregivers   before   actually   

implementing   the   program.   And   finally,   we'll   review   spaced   retrieval.   One   of   the   most   

popular   applications,   of   direct   treatment   therapy.   Happer   and   colleagues   reviewed   15   

studies   that   were   found   in   the   literature.   Results   were   very   positive,   but   there   were   

some   methodological   shortcomings   that   warranted   cautious   applications   across   the   

board.   Appropriate   candidates   were   found   to   be   those   with   declarative   memory   

impairments   in   mild   to   severe   cognitive   deficits,   but   they   re-needed   the   ability   to   

engage   in   structured   activities.   Training   sessions   were   determined   to   be   best   suited   if   

they   could   be   administered   weekly   or   more   frequently,   and   verbal   responses   and   skills   

taught   should   be   individualized   to   the   client.   Space   retrieval   has   been   known   to   be  

applicable   again   to   a   variety   of   levels   of   functioning,   but   treatment   must   be   consistent   

and   frequent.   Highly   individualized   will   increase   the   effectiveness   of   spaced   retrieval   

training.   

  

-   [Beth]   Now   we're   gonna   move   on   to   indirect   treatments.   So   the   direct   treatments   are   

ones   where   you're   working   directly   with   the   person   with   dementia   and   indirect   

treatments   are   now   when   you   are   working   with   care   partners   or   working   on   modifying   
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the   environment.   I   also   wanted   to   point   out   that   a   really   good   source   of   information   for   

these   treatments,   both   direct   and   indirect   would   be   the   ASHA   Compendiums.   So   I   

would   encourage   you   if   you   want   additional   information   after   this,   to   go   to   the   Asher   

website   and   look   there.   But   the   first   indirect   training   that   we're   gonna   talk   about   would   

be   caregiver   training.   And   again,   we're   looking   at   a   systematic   review.   So   this   included   

44   randomized   controlled   trials   that   were   evaluated   by   Thompson   and   colleagues   in   

2007.   And   they   found   that   there   were   statistically   significant   evidence   that   group   based   

supportive   interventions   impact   positively   on   the   psychological   morbidity   of   those   with   

dementia.   There   was   little   evidence   though,   to   prove   that   interventions   aimed   at   

supporting   or   providing   information   to   caregivers   of   patients   with   dementia   are   

uniformly   effective.     

  

So   like   everything   we   do,   we   have   to   make   sure   that   they're   individualized   and   

functional   for   the   person   with   dementia.   So   clinical   implications   are   that   outcomes   are   

highly   dependent   on   specific   issues   the   caregiver   needs   training   on.   So   we   wanna   

make   sure   that   we   talk   with   the   caregiver   and   see   what   areas   they're   having   difficulty   

with.   And   communication   strategy   training   may   be   more   effective   for   a   caregiver   of   a   

person   with   Alzheimer's   disease   versus   a   frontotemporal   dementia.   Because   again,   

with   the   frontotemporal   dementia,   you   have   a   lot   of   the   personality   changes   if   it's   more   

frontal.     

  

And   so   it's   not   necessarily   that   the   communication   breakdowns   would   be   related   to   

memory   impairment   it's   more   with   their   higher   level   cognitive   functions.   Supported   

conversations   are   another   indirect   treatment.   Again,   another   review   in   2007,   looked   at   

six   studies   and   they   found   that   family   caregivers   and   nursing   assistants   are   appropriate   

groups   to   be   trained   in   supportive   conversations   for   an   effective   supported   

conversation   program,   it   should   include   education   about   specifically   for   these   studies   

patients   with   Alzheimer's   disease,   Alzheimer's   disease's   impact   on   communication   and   

both   verbal   and   nonverbal   communication   strategies.   It   should   also   include   an   
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opportunity   to   practice   the   strategies   with   direct   feedback   from   the   speech   language  

pathologist   and   provide   individual   sessions   and   conferences   to   discuss   concerns.   So   

basically   we   really   need   to   look   at   this   as   an   ongoing   process.   So   we   need   to   provide   

basic   education   about   the   dementia,   and   then   we   need   to   provide   specific   information   

about   communication   strategies.   We   need   to   allow   the   person   to   practice   with   us,   and   

then   we   need   to   watch   them   interacting   with   the   person   with   dementia   and   then   

provide   additional   feedback   and   give   them   a   chance   to   debrief   with   us   for   any   

concerns.   The   outcomes   are   beneficial   for   both   the   supported   conversation   partners   

and   the   adults   with   dementia.   So   for   the   care   partners,   we   have   increased   knowledge   

of   dementia   and   the   communication   problems   associated   with   it,   increased   knowledge   

and   use   of   communication   strategies   and   increased   communication   satisfaction   with   

individuals   with   Alzheimer's   disease   and   other   dementias.     

  

And   specifically   looking   now   at   the   Alzheimer's   disease   population,   supported   

conversations   may   have   a   modest   effect   on   depression,   irritability,   and   aggression,   and   

also   have   positive   effects   on   the   amount   and   type   of   communication   that   we   see.   So   

again,   just,   you   know,   the   clinical   implications   overview   supported   conversations   may   

have   modest   effects   on   depression,   irritability,   and   aggression   that   are   noted   among   all   

three   of   the   dementia   types   that   we're   talking   about.   So   Alzheimer's   disease,   vascular   

dementia   and   frontotemporal   dementia,   supported   conversations   may   have   positive   

effects   on   the   amount   and   the   type   of   communications   exchanges   that   we're   seeing.   

And   it   improves   the   conversation   satisfaction   for   the   caregiver   or   care   partner,   but   we   

also   need   to   take   into   consideration   the   strain   that   the   caregiver   has.   So   if   the   

caregiver,   care   partner   is   already   overwhelmed,   providing   additional   training,   maybe   

more   stressful.   So   taking   care   to   make   sure   that   we're   working   with   the   care   partner,   

caregiver   in   a   way   that's   appropriate   for   them   as   well.   The   next   indirect   treatment   

would   be   simulated   presence   therapy   and   simulated   presence   therapy   in   general.   It's   

when   you   use   some   type   of   recording   of   the   primary   care,   partner   caregiver,   so   that   

less   familiar   care   givers   can   play   that   to   help   soothe   and   calm   and   direct   the   person   
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with   dementia.   So   simulated   presence   therapy,   the   research   has   found   that   in   a   skilled   

nursing   facility   could   be   an   effective   technique   for   stimulating   conversations   with   

patients   with   Alzheimer's   disease.   What   we   need   to   consider   for   future   research,   

because   it   is   somewhat   limited,   is   that   the   role   of   the   SLP   and   facilitating   and   

monitoring   the   use   of   this   simulated   presence   therapy   in   the   skilled   nursing   facility.   And   

we   would   want   to   look   at   test   a   verbal   episodic   memory   and   consult   with   caregivers   

about   how   to   convey   a   positive   content   in   vocal   tone.     

  

So   again,   when   you   think   about   all   of   these   indirect   treatments   that   we've   talked   about   

so   far,   a   lot   of   them   are   really   overlapping   and   with   use   of   anyone,   we   should   provide   

tips   on   communication   strategies   and   use   supported   communication   conversation   

techniques.   What   we   see   with   this   simulated   presence   therapy   is   that   across   the   board,  

it   may   help   decrease   episodes   of   resistance   to   care   by   less   familiar   caregivers   and   

specific   challenging   behaviors   that   were   noted   to   improve.   We're   taking   medication   

and   feeding.   Logistical   concerns   are   a   consideration   with   this.   If   you   have   a   recording,   

then   you   have   to   have   the   ability   to   play   the   recording   as   needed.   So   you   have   

technology   issues   and   also   with   having   the   recording.     

  

So,   if   the   person   is   being   resistant   to   medication,   but   you   don't   have   a   recording   of   the   

spouse   or   the   adult   children,   or   whoever   that   primary   care   partner   is   telling   them   that   

it's   okay,   they're   supposed   to   take   their   medicine,   then   that   can   be   a   problem.   So   

anticipating   that,   and   the   biggest   issue   with   this   is   that   it   does   help   paid   caregivers   

typically   when   we're   thinking   about   those   nurses   and   aides   in   the   skilled   nursing   

facility,   but   it   really   doesn't   help   the   primary   caregiver.   If   the   person   is   at   home,   when   

the   person   with   dementia   is   resistant   to   care.   And   then   the   last   indirect   approach   that   

we're   gonna   talk   about   would   be   environmental   adaptation.   So   again,   this   is   indirect   

because   now   we're   adapting   the   environment   for   the   person   with   dementia.   We're   not   

expecting   the   person   with   dementia   to   do   anything   directly.   And   I   just   wanna   point   out   

there's   a   really   great   article   in   the   Gerontology   SIG   in   2011,   and   this   is   in   your   reference   
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list.   And   then   by   Jennifer   Brush   and   colleagues,   and   then   there's   also   the   ECAT,   which   

is   an   environmental   assessment   that   goes   through   all   of   this.   But   really   when   you're   

looking   at   the   person's   environment,   you   want   to   take   into   consideration   who   the   

communication   partners   are.   So   that   goes   back   to   all   of   the   training   that   would   be   

involved   in   the   communication   partners   and   how   feasible   is   that.   We   know   that   in   a   

skilled   nursing   facility,   that   we   do   have   the   ability   to   train   most   of   the   caregivers,   the   

communication   partners.   We   want   to   look   at   the   cognitive   aspects   of   the   environment.   

So   those   would   be   things   like   what's   the   signage   like?   Do   we   have   pictures   of   objects?   

Do   we   have   words?   What,   are   we   expecting   the   individual   to   process   cognitively   in   

their   environment?   We   wanna   look   at   the   visual   aspects   of   the   environment.   So   things   

like   lighting   and   how   that's   impacting   the   person   with   dementia.   And   then   we   wanna   

look   at   the   auditory   aspects   too.     

  

So   as   far   as   background   noise,   distractions   in   their   communication   environment.   And   

so   we're   gonna   look   at   all   of   those   things   and   make   adjustments   to   help   improve   the   

cognitive   communicate   of   abilities   of   the   adult   with   dementia.   And   I   think   it's   a   nice   

thing   with   this   to   think   about,   because   I   think   a   lot   of   these   things,   both   direct   and   

indirect   are   things   that   we're   doing   in   clinical   practice.   So   I   hope   up   until   this   point,   for   

you   guys,   that   this   is   just   reinforcing,   that   what   you   do   there   is   research   and   evidence   

to   support   it.   So   now   we're   gonna   move   on   to   the   specific   behavioral   approaches.   So   

I'm   going   to   turn   it   over   to   Bob   again.   

  

-   [Bob]   Thanks   Mary   Beth.   And   looking   towards   the   basis   of   behavioral   framework,   we   

provide   you   an   overview   of   how   behavioral   approaches   could   be   applied.   And   

specifically,   we   looked   in   two   areas   of   our   practice   to   find   the   evidence   of   applying   

behavioral   approaches,   namely,   autism   spectrum   disorders   and   traumatic   brain   injury.   

So   Olivia   and   colleagues   in   2006   evaluated   24   studies   that   were   conducted   with   young   

children   that   had   autism.   The   aspects   of   the   intervention   were   divided   into   six   

categories,   parental   involvement,   intensive   behavioral   intervention,   multi-component   
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interventions,   speech   and   language   treatment,   the   settings,   and   then   other   types   of   

interventions.   And   the   results   showed   that   features   with   positive   effects   included,   

parental   involvement,   behavioral   interventions,   the   multi-component   early   intervention,   

speech   and   language   treatments,   interactive   procedures   and   there   was   a   correlation   

with   the   duration   of   the   treatment.   So   three   significant   characteristics   that   we   want   to   

point   out   that   showed   positive   effects   for   the   treatment   of   children   with   autism   was   that   

intervention   was   focused   on   a   variety   of   areas,   including   language,   behavior,   social   

skills,   and   that   the   interventions   were   intensive   and   lasted   for   a   long   time.   And   finally   

that   the   interventions   involved   the   parents.   Next   in   traumatic   brain   injury,   we   look   to   

who   reviewed   65   studies   and   split   them   into   three   general   categories,   traditional   

contingency   management,   and   that's   a   positive   reinforcement   or   negative   

reinforcement   in   addition   to   punishment,   we   looked   at   positive   behaviors,   interventions   

and   supports.     

  

So   that   could   be   environmental   concerns   or   errorless   learning,   positive   routines   and   

engagement   with   the   clients.   And   then   the   third   category   was   the   combination   of   the   

two.   And   the   results   showed   that   general   behavior   interventions   that   can   be   considered   

a   treatment   guideline   for   children   and   adults   with   behavior   disorders,   the   traditional   

contingency   management   and   positive   behavior   supports   were   said   to   be   

evidence-based.   And   that   a   variety   of   the   methodological   concerns   were   brought   up   

with   the   studies   that   they   weren't   consistently   being   provided   we   didn't   have   the   

randomized   controlled   trials,   et   cetera.   So   then   we   began   to   look   at   the,   the   behaviors   

related   to   those   cognitive   communication   breakdowns.   For   any   of   us   that   work   in   the   

area   that   might   have   individuals   with   dementia.   These   examples   are   things   that   we   

probably   are   too   familiar   with.   The   disruptions   and   the   inappropriate   or   aggressive   

behaviors   that   we   see   with   patients   with   dementia   are   often   linked   to   a   breakdown   in   

communication.   So   throwing   food,   because   you   can't   get   the   items   that   you   want   or   

repeatedly   asking   when   your   husband's   gonna   come   visit,   but   you   don't   remember   

that   you're   in   a   nursing   home.   So   we   move   into   the   existing   research   that   really   applies   
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to   our   practice.   We   look   for   the   findings   of   Sung   and   Chan   that   they   support   the   

behavioral   approaches   using   music   intervention,   demonstrating   a   positive   outcome.   In   

incurrence   is   that   are   associated   with   agitated   behaviors   in   those   with   dementia.   

Preferred   music   intervention   could   be   a   viable   alternative   to   the   chemical   or   physical   

restraints   sometimes   used   in   managing   the   behaviors   of   the   dementia.   We   also   see   

findings   from   Buchanan   in   research   done   in   2006,   that   medical   intervention   often   leads   

to   additional   new   problems   for   patients   with   dementia.   Because   of   side   effects   

associated   with   the   medication   or   interactions   known   as   poly-pharmacy   across   the   

multiple   medications   and   the   effectiveness   of   the   brain   to   metabolize   all   those   

medications.     

  

These   negative   behaviors   were   targeted   such   as   depression   or   wandering   disruptive   

vocalizations,   decreased   socialization   and   inappropriate   sexual   activity.   And   we'll   see   

shortly   how   the   behavior   framework   works   across   a   variety   of   these   negative   

behaviors.   And   finally,   we   look   to   specific   direct   treatments   that   we've   mentioned   here   

today,   namely   Montessori   Programming   and   Space   retrieval.   We   see   that   Montessori   

training   has   evidence   that   when   tasks   are   tailored   to   the   individual   and   his,   or   her   level   

of   functioning,   that   there   is   increased   participation   that   reinforces   the   person   feeling   

successful,   thus   generalizing,   that   participation.   And   Brush   and   colleagues   shows   us   

that   the   systematic   pairing   of   verbal   information   and   a   strategy   with   a   motor   response   

in   the   treatment   of   space   retrieval   showed   success   in   that   treatment   approach.   So   let's   

break   down   some   specific   behavioral   frameworks   and   the   principles   there   within,   Mary   

Beth.   

  

-   [Beth]   Yes,   so   really   what   we   want   to   get   at   now   is   looking   at   how   systematic   

behavioral   intervention   can   really   be   applied   by   speech   language   pathologists,   to   those   

individuals   that   have   challenging   behaviors   because   of   their   cognitive   communication   

breakdowns   and   dementia.   So   this   should   be   a   review   probably   from   a   psychology   

class,   looking   at   some   basic   concepts   of   behavioral   interventions.   And   the   first   is   that   
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idea   of   classical   or   respondent   conditioning.   And   this   is   what   we   think   of   Pavlov   and   

the   dog.   If   you   remember   that   they   train   the   dog   to   salivate   when   the   dog   heard   a   bell.   

So   this   is   really   pairing   a   response   to   a   stimulus   in   a   predictable   way.   And   then   operant   

conditioning   would   be   the   other   behavioral   concept   that   we   really   wanna   look   at.   And   

operant   conditioning   is   based   on   there   being   consequences   to   the   behavior.   So   the   

conditioning   is   gonna   be   a   result   of   either   positive   or   negative   reinforcement   or   

punishment.   So   we   really   get   that   this   term   operant   from   the   person   operates   in   his   or   

her   environment   to   produce   some   type   of   desirable   result.     

  

So   an   example   would   be,   you   know,   the   person   working   hard   at   work   is   reinforced   with   

a   pay   raise.   So   we   have   positive   reinforcement   there,   a   child   crying   for   candy   in   the   

checkout   line   is   reinforced   in   a   negative   way   by   having   the   candy,   by   getting   candy,   

which   means   that   that   negative   behavior   is   gonna   happen   more.   So   the   reinforcement   

is   causing   the   behavior   to   increase.   positive   is   when   we're   looking   at   it   to   increase   a   

positive   behavior,   but   negative   when   it   can   actually   reinforce   this   negative   or   

challenging   behavior   that   we   don't   want.   So   we   think   of   reinforcement   has   encouraging   

behavior,   whether   that's   positive   or   negative.     

  

We   have   to   think   about   what's   going   on   in   the   scenario   and   punishment   is   designed   to   

discourage   the   behavior.   So   we   really   wanna   take   into   consideration   how   we   can   apply   

again,   these   systematic   behavioral   approaches   and   concepts   and   treatments   for   

individuals   with   dementia.   So   the   goals   of   this   systematic   behavioral   approach   would   

be   that   we   wanna   help   patients   maintain   the   highest   level   of   function   possible   for   as   

long   as   possible.   And   we   want   to   decrease   or   prevent   inappropriate   or   challenging   

behaviors.   And   so   we're   gonna   look   at   that   research   conducted   by,   in   the   field   of   

psychology   by   Buchanan,   and   look   at   how   we   can   look   at   that   from   a   cognitive   

communicator   perspective   to   work   with   individuals   with   dementia.   So,   when   we're   

doing   this,   we   need   to   be   able   to   identify   the   behavior   triggers   and   the   behavior   

consequences.   So   we   need   to   think   in   terms   of   what   is   causing   this   behavior   to   occur.   
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So   what's   the   antecedent,   what's   the   behavior,   what's   the   consequence.   So   that's   

where   we   go   back   to   when   we   look   at   the   person   who   is   throwing   their   meal   tray,   

because   they   don't   like   what's   being   served,   but   they   can't   communicate   that   verbally   

anymore.   So   we   really   want   to   observe   the   adult   with   dementia   in   their   environment,   

talk   to   the   care   partners   and   find   out   what's   going   on.   Where   is   the   breakdown   in   this  

behavior?   And   lots   of   times   people   with   dementia,   it's   at   the   cognitive   communicative   

level.   So   either   they   cognitively   can't   process   something   or   they   can't   effectively   

communicate   their   wants,   needs,   thoughts,   ideas,   beliefs.   And   what   we   see   as   the   

behavior   is   something   that   other   people   are   view   as   challenging   or   disruptive   or   

inappropriate   or   whatever   term   you   want   to   use   for   that.   And   so   we   need   to   look   at   

okay,   if   it's   a   cognitive   communicative   breakdown,   that's   triggering   the   behavior,   then   

what   can   we,   as   the   speech   language   pathologists   do   to   address   this?   So   we're   gonna   

look   at   some   of   these   specific   techniques.     

  

So   we   can   use   different   levels   of   prompting   for   the   person   with   dementia.   So   again,   

providing,   typically   we   think   of   in   treatment   as   that   we're   going   to   reduce   the   prompt   or   

cuing,   right?   As   the   person   gets   better   if   you're   thinking   about   somebody   with   a   

traditional   stroke   and   aphasia   and   things   like   that   with   individuals   with   dementia,   

typically   we're   actually   providing   more   prompts   and   supports   and   cues.   So   looking   at   

how   we   can   get   those   in   place,   we   wanna   look   at   our   reinforcement   schedules.   So   

really   with   individuals   with   dementia,   we   wanna   utilize   errorless   learning.   And   that's   a   

treatment   where   we   really   try   to   prevent   the   person   from   ever   making   an   error.   So   we're   

going   to   give   them   lots   of   prompts.   We're   going   to   give   them   cues,   we're   gonna   

provide   the   correct   response   immediately   if   they   get   something   wrong.   And   this   is   

really   an   important   premise   in   the   space   retrieval   that   you   don't   want   the   person   to   

learn   the   wrong   information,   so   you   wanna   give   them   the   supports   and   advanced   they   

need   to   get   it   correct.   Contingency   training   is   when,   the   behavior   has   a   consequence   

so   that,   the   behavior   is   contingent   upon   typically   some   type   of   tangible   reinforcement   

and   non-contingent   would   just   be   when   it's   a   time-based   schedule.   So   that's   like   if   we   
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think   back   to   research   and   we   think   about   the   mouse,   you   know,   learns   to   pull   the   lever   

and   that   they   get   a   treat   that   would   be   contingency   training,   non-contingent   is   that   the   

treat   just   comes   at   specific   intervals.   And   then   with   environmental   modifications   and   

adaptations,   we've   talked   about   this   as   an   indirect   approach.   So   we   really   want   to   look   

at   the   person's   motor   visual   auditory   function   and   their   cognitive   communicative   

function.     

  

And   we   wanna   design   an   environment   that   will   help   to   compensate   for   the   deficits   that   

they   have   and   will   allow   them   to   be   safe   and   engaged.   With   the   prompts   and   cuing,   

again,   we   think   of   those   supports   and   so   we're   looking   at   pairing   visual   and   verbal   

prompts,   giving   them   as   many   cues   and   modalities   as   possible.   This   could   include   use   

of   signs.   We   think   of   things,   you   know,   an   example   is   if   somebody   is   incognizant,   why   

may   that   be?   It   may   be   because   they   don't   understand   any   more   the   restroom   being   

labeled   restroom   or   women   or   men.   They   really   need   to   see   a   picture   of   a   toilet,   on   the  

door   to   get,   "Oh,   that's,   what's   behind   that   door."   And   in   some   individuals,   we   just   

need   to   leave   the   door   open   so   that   they   can   actually   walk   past   and   see   the   toilet   and   

know   that   that's   what   they   need.     

  

We   can   do   color   coding   and   signals   to   denote.   You   know,   this   is   where   you   eat.   This   is   

where   we,   you   know,   play   a   game.   This   is   where   we   have   therapy.   So   physical   therapy,   

occupational   therapy.   And   we   also,   for   those   that   can   benefit   from   reality   orientation,   

so   those   where   it   won't   create   more   agitation,   we   can   utilize   clocks   and   calendars   and   

schedules.   With   reinforcement   principles,   we   know   that   learning   is   increased   if   a   

stimulus   is   paired   with   the   reinforcement   or   a   reinforcer.   And   so   we've   talked   about   the   

errorless   learning.   The   whole   premise   of   that   is   that   you   don't   wanna   reinforce   error   

responses.   So   you're   providing   immediate   prompts   and   cues   so   that   the   person   gets   

the   correct   answer.   We   don't   want   them   to   be   using   the   incorrect   answer   in   learning   

that.   We   talked   about   the   contingency   and   non-contingent,   and   time-based   

reinforcement   in   the   previous   slide.   And   we've   talked   about   those   environmental   cues,   
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but   you   know,   that   we're   using   personalized   spaces   and   materials   for   individuals.   We're   

looking   at   things   like   lighting   and   visual   organization   of   the   environment.   We   wanna   

maximize   sight   lines.   A   lot   of   times   with   adults   with   dementia,   they're,   when   they   are   

mobile,   they're   looking   down,   their   gaze   is   downwards.   So   can   we   put   arrows   and   

things,   directional   cues   on   the   floor.   We   wanna   look   at   the   contrast   in   the   environment,   

the   glare,   how   that   paired   with   cognitive   deficits   may   make   the   individual   with   dementia   

have   issues   with   perception.   And   we   wanna   look   at   those   auditory   aspects.   And   again,   

this   is   the   ECAT   that   I   talked   about   earlier.   And   now   I'm   going   to   turn   it   over   to   Bob   

again,   to   look   at   some   more   specific   examples   of   these   behavioral   interventions   used   

with   adults   with   dementia.   

  

-   [Bob]   Thanks,   Mary   Beth   and   as   you've   introduced,   we're   gonna   go   through   a   variety   

of   specific   behaviors   that   are   often   observed   in   individuals   with   dementia   and   make   

some   apical   suggestions   for   the   techniques.   So   starting   with   Wandering   and   

Exit-Seeking   which   results   in   a   breakdown   of   stimulus   control   or   the   ability   to   integrate   

environmental   information,   to   make   appropriate   goal   directed   decisions,   which   is   

commonly   seen   in   individuals   with   Alzheimer's   disease,   look   to   make   environmental   or   

verbal   cues   paired   with   a   tangible   reinforcement.   I've   seen   bright   yellow   banners   with   a   

big   red   stop   sign   on   them   in   front   of   exits   and   entrances,   so   that   individuals   can   

identify   that   color   as   caution.   And   the   red   stop   sign   is   a   common   remembered   symbol.   

For   those   that   demonstrate   inappropriate   sexual   behavior.   We   see   that   as   a   result   of   a   

breakdown   of   the   stimulus   control.   It's   not   necessarily   that   the   behavior   is   

inappropriate,   but   it's   the   timing   or   the   environment   that   the   behavior   is   happening   in.   

And   we   most   frequently   see   this   in   frontotemporal   dementia.   So   again,   the   behavior   

should   be   noted,   not   necessarily   as   inappropriate,   but   the   setting   is   inappropriate   and   

verbal,   physical   redirection,   or   some   kind   of   patterning   to   the   environment,   paired   with   

a   redirection   to   help   discriminate   appropriate   timing   or   environment.   When   we   address   

aggressive   behaviors,   which   again   are   seen   in   those   with   middle   stage   dementias,   we   

wanna   reinforce   the   positive   behaviors   throughout   ADLs.   So   using   things   like   
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environmental   modifications,   such   as   music   or   preferred   stimulus   item,   I've   seen   

frequently   that   individuals   will   give   a   person   with   dementia,   a   stuffed   animal   to   cuddle   

while   they're   changing   them.   So   that   gives   that   redirects   the   behavior   to   the   stuffed   

animal   and   not   necessarily   the   activity   of   being   changed.   

  

-   [Beth]   I   want   to   point   out   too,   that   when   we're   talking   about   some   of   these   

environmental   modifications,   that   setting   things   up   as   the   person   had   in   their   most   

familiar   environment   is   also   really   important.   So,   some   of   those   preferred   stimulus   

items   can   be   things   like   their   favorite   item   of   clothing,   or   the   fact   that   at   their   house,   

they   always   use   the   blue   toothbrush.   So   now   you're   trying   to   get   them   to   use   a   white   

toothbrush   during,   you   know,   their   ADLs   in   the   morning   and   that   white   toothbrush   in   

their   mind   is   not   theirs   because   they've   always   used   the   blue   toothbrush.   So   thinking   

about   things   like   that,   I   never   wore   pajamas   during   the   day.   So   now   I   don't   wanna   wear   

those.   So   trying   to   keep   stimulus   items   for   ADLs   that   are   theirs   or   that   are   consistent   

with   what   they've   always   used.   

  

-   [Bob]   Great   point,   thank   you.   When   we   look   at   agitation,   which   includes   aggression   or   

pacing   or   disruptive   vocalizations,   which   again   are   common   across   all   three   types   of  

dementia,   we   look   towards   reinforcers   such   as   just   ignoring   the   behavior   or   reinforcing   

positive   behaviors.   We've   also   seen   success   in   using   the   non-contingent   

reinforcements.   So   the   patient   asking   repetitive   questions,   caregivers   certainly   can   

provide   assurance   or   set   up   a   time   to   provide   the   response   to   that   information.   

  

-   [Beth]   Right   so   in   this,   I'm   sorry,   Bob,   but   in   this   situation,   if   the   person's   constantly,   

you   know,   if   there's   the   person   constantly   asking   where   their   car   is,   or   when   is   my   wife   

coming   to   get   me,   instead   of   always   answering   that   question   when   they   ask,   it   could   

be   reviewing   that   information   with   them   in   their   memory   book,   you   know,   once   every   

30   minutes.   So   whether   they've   asked   the   question   or   not,   when   the   timer   goes   off,   

that's   when   you   review   that   information   with   them.   So   that   would   be   the   
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non-contingent.   So   it's   doing   it   on   a   time   schedule   versus   when   the   question   is   being   

asked.   

  

-   [Bob]   Certainly   as   speech   pathologists,   we've   seen,   we've   been   in   called   in   when   

there's   feeding   problems   across   the   dementias,   which   could   be   defined   as   an   inability   

to   feed   oneself   or   disruptive   mealtime   behaviors,   eating   inappropriate   objects   or   

refusing   to   eat.   Certainly   we   want   to   rule   out   any   medical   issues   that   might   be   causing   

the   difficulty   with   feeding   and   eating.   But   some   of   the   suggestions   we   would   have   in   

working   with   these   patients   is   to   increase   the   prompting   that   happens   during   the   meal   

and   providing   reinforcement,   the   environment,   modifying   the   environment,   such   as   

situating   the   dining   room   as   such   so   that   the   seating   is   appropriate   or   reflects   what   

seating   used   to   look   like   in   the   home   environment,   allowing   individuals   to   select   the   

foods   that   they   wanna   eat   versus   just   being   served   those   foods.   And   we   certainly   

looking   at   how   long   it   takes   a   person   to   eat   the   meal   and   moving   those   times   to   

coordinate   better   with   our,   you   know,   the   routines   that   have   to   go   on   during   the   day.   

When   addressing   issues   of   incontinence,   again,   we're   ruling   out   any   difficulties   with   

medical   issues,   medications   example,   and   again,   applying   it   to   any   of   the   dementias   

that   we   could   work   with   we've   seen   success   in   prompt   void   schedules,   using   the   

environment   to   modifying   the   environment   so   that   it   reinforces   the   times   to   use   the   

bathroom   feedback   when   dryness   happens,   or   when   wetness   happens   and   making   

sure   that   there's   no   negative   reinforcers   to   difficulties   using   the   bathroom.   

  

-   [Beth]   Right   and   that's   what   I   had   talked   about   earlier   with   what's   the   cognitive   

capacity   for   the   individual,   for   the   kind   of   prompts   that   they   need.   So   is   it   that   they   can   

still   recognize,   the   actual   written   out   restroom   or   bathroom   or   women   or   men   do   they   

need,   you   know,   the   more   common   picture   which   we're   getting   away   from   now,   but   like   

the   woman   in   the   dress   or   the   man,   or   do   they   really   just   need   the   door   to   the   

bathroom   to   be   open   so   that   when   they   are   looking   for   it   in   their   environment,   they   can   

see   that   the   toilet's   there,   because   cognitively   those   are   different   levels   of   abilities.   So   
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knowing   what   a   written   word   represents,   knowing   what   a   picture   represents   and   

knowing   what   the   actual   object   represents.   

  

-   [Bob]   I'm   looking   at   ways   we   can   increase   socialization   or   participation   across   the   

different   dementias.   I'm   certainly   using   things   like   verbal   reinforcement   or   praising,   

"Oh,   so   good   to   see   you   joined   us   today."   What   might   be   a   great   example,   serving   

tangible   reinforcements,   such   as,   as   cookies   during   a   meeting   might   draw   individuals   

with   dementia   into   it.   I   know   that   that   works   for   me   around   here   at   the   university.   There   

might   be   modifications   you   could   make   to   the   environment   such   as,   instead   of   seating   

individuals   in   rows,   maybe   moving   chairs   around   in   a   circle,   so   that   they're   facing   one   

another.   And   again,   going   back   to   our   direct   treatment   approaches,   the   Montessori   

Programming   really   seems   to   work   in   increasing   participation.   And   then   finally   

addressing,   just   increase   independence   during   ADLs,   we   show   this   graphic   to   support   

across   all   the   types   of   dementias,   where   caregivers   provide   prompts   and   modeling   that   

reinforcers   in   the   environment   with   modifications   to   improve   participation,   really   help   in   

those   areas   of   bathing,   dressing   and   other   ADLs.   

  

-   [Beth]   Okay.   And   then   of   course,   we're   going   a   little   bit   over   on   time,   but   I   just   wanted   

to   address   project   based   approaches   as   well.   So   a   project-based   approach,   we've   

seen   this   a   lot,   a   lot   of   research   coming   out   of   the   TBI   population,   but   this   is   really   

when   you   have   some   type   of   tangible   outcome   for   the   treatment   intervention.   And   so   

project-based   approaches   are   person   centered.   They   use   supports   that   are   organized   

around   personally   meaningful   activities.   You   look   at   the   areas   of   function   and   you   build   

that   into   the   activity.   So   really   what   we're   seeing   here   is   that   when   we   think   of   things   

like   memory   books   and   things   we   can   think   of   that,   we   can   think   of   some   of   those   

principles   of   project-based   intervention,   but   also   in   group   settings,   I   did   an   activity   with  

students,   I   have   that   luxury   of   having   grad   students   that   I   can   take   with   me   when   I   go  

into   the   nursing   homes,   but   we   did   kind   of   a   summer   camp   set   up   where   we   did   

different   holidays   each   time   that   we   went   and   we   did   like   a   three   hour   chunk   of   time   
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around   a   holiday   where   we   did   a   snack   that   was   associated   with   that,   a   language   

stimulation   activity   that   was   associated   with   that,   a   musical   activity   that   was   

associated   with   that.   And   we   created   a   memory   book,   a   group   memory   book   with   all   of   

our   stimulus   items,   and   then   photographs   from   that   that   could   help   with   future   

reminiscence   therapy.   I   really,   we,   I'm   gonna   leave   some   time   for   questions,   I   really   

wanna   say,   you   know,   I   got   interested   in   this   line   of   research,   looking   at,   systematic   

behavioral   interventions   for   those   with   dementia,   several   years   ago,   because   to   me   it   

just   makes   sense   when   you   look   at,   the   population   of   those   with   autism   or   traumatic   

brain   injury   that   we   know   that   systematic   intervention   is   effective.   But   we   had   typically   

when   we're   talking   about   working   with   individuals   with   dementia,   we're   talking   about   

working   with   them   in   a   set   environment,   in   a   skilled   nursing   facility.   So   it   allows   us   to   

do   even   more   of   this   effectively.   And   I   wanna   say   to   that,   you   know,   we   talked   about   

some   music   therapy   and   there,   you   know,   obviously   we're   talking   about   behavioral   

interventions   as   well,   so   behavioral   analysts   can   be   involved.   But   I   think   that   the   really   

important   part   here   is   that   looking   at   what   is   the   trigger   of   the   behavior,   if   it's   a   

cognitive   communicate   of   issue,   we   are   the   experts   in   that   and   so   we   should   be   

guiding   what's   happening.   So,   and   I   hope   that,   you   know,   all   of   you   guys   that   are   

listening,   that   hopefully   this   just   reinforced   to   you   that   what   you're   doing   that   you   may   

question   is   actually   there   is   evidence   to   support   it.   I   think   that   too,   I   think   a   lot   of   times   

we're   doing   things   that   just   are   so   natural   for   us,   from   all   of   our   education,   things   that   

we   feel   put   on   the   spot   that   is   there   evidence   to   support   it.   But   you're   probably   doing   

some   of   all   of   this.   And   so   the   good   news   is   there   is   evidence   to   support   it.   And   that's   

really   kind   of   what   I   hope   you   get   from   this   as   well.   So   you   have   your   references   here   

on   the   PowerPoint.   Well,   it's   on   the   handout   and   then   there's   a   separate   list   of   

references,   but   we   will   take   some   time   to   answer   some   questions.   So   I   see.   

  

-   [Amy]   Thank   you   so   much,   Mary   Beth   and   Bob,   I   just   wanted   to   jump   in   real   quick   

and   say   to   our   audience,   if   you   need   to   leave   you,   you've   been   here   an   hour   and   you   

will   have   credit   for   having   attended   the   full   time,   but   if   you   can   stick   around   for   a   few   
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Q&A's,   that   would   be   wonderful.   I   will   read   the   questions   out   loud   for   us,   so   we   can   go   

from   there.   We   have   a   question   from   Liza   Marie   that   says,   "I   have   a   family   friend   whose   

grandmother   has   Alzheimer's   and   is   in   a   SNiF   in   another   state   and   she   is   into   stage,   

the   nurses   in   the   SNiF   no   longer   allow   virtual   communication   with   their   grandmother   

due   to   upset   and   aggressive   behavior   after   a   virtual   visit.   Would   you   agree   with   this   

decision   and   approach,   and   if   not,   how   would   you   explain   to   the   nurses   why   it's   not   

the   right   approach,   their   family   is   unable   to   visit   the   grandmother   in   person   due   to   

COVID.   Would   it   be   appropriate   to   ask   for   speech   therapy   assistance   during   virtual   

visits?   Or   do   you   have   any   other   recommendations."   

  

-   [Beth]   I'll   jump   in   on   that.   I   do   think   that   it   would   be   appropriate   to   ask   for   a   speech   

language   pathology   consult   with   that.   I   mean,   from   that   information,   I   can't   say   if   it's   a   

cognitive   communicative   issue,   that's   causing   the   behaviors   after   the   virtual   visit,   but   I   

think   it's   worth   investigating.   And   I   think   that   the   SLP   is   the   person   in   the   skilled   

nursing   facility   that   is   most   well   versed   in   that   likely.   And   I   think   that   maybe   an   issue   

with   that   could   be   doing   some   simulated   presence   so   that   there   are   recordings   for   that   

person   when   they   do   get   upset   after   the   live   interactive   visit,   that   is   the,   you   know,   the   

family   members   reassuring   them   that   they'll   talk   to   the   person   soon   or   whatever   that   

may   be.   I   think   a   lot   of   those   things   it   does   come   down   to   some   direct   observation   of   

what's   happening   in   this   situation,   and   then   some   trial   and   error   for   what   works.   

  

-   [Amy]   There's   another   question   asking   you   to   provide   an   example   of   spaced   retrieval,   

pairing   verbal   information   with   a   motor   response.   

  

-   [Beth]   Yeah,   so   I've   always   thought   the   most   tangible   one   that's   worked   for   me   is   

when   you   think   of   somebody   that's   using   a   wheelchair   and   it's   a   new   thing   so   that   it's   

not   motor   memory   to   them   yet,   or   procedural   memory.   And   so   you   are   pairing,   what   do   

you   do   when   you   wanna   stand   up   with   the   actual   act   of   them   saying,   and   then   actually,   

locking   their   break,   I   lock   my   break   and   you   would   have   them   do   that   right   away   and   
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spaced   retrieval,   I   mean,   there's   a   lot   of   information   out   there.   Jennifer   Brush   has   done   

really   amazing   work   with   that.   And   so   I   would   say,   look   for   some   more   specific,   but   it's   

a   very,   spaced   retrieval   is   a   very   systematic   behavioral   approach   that   involves   errorless   

learning.   So   you   don't   let   them   get   the   wrong   answer.   You   make   sure   that   they   always   

are,   you   know,   locking   the   break   or   whatever   it   may   be.   And   it   also   involves,   different   

levels   of   time.   So   you   start   out   with   shorter   increments   of   time   and   if   they   can   retain   the  

information   for   that   increment,   then   you   double   the   increments.   

  

-   [Amy]   Someone   ask,   "Could   you   provide   like   an   example   of   say   for   that,   the   example   

you   were   just   talking   about,   could   you   provide   a   verbiage   for   how   you   might   write   your   

goal   for   that?"   

  

-   [Beth]   Yeah   So   I   think   that   that   would   be,   the   patient,   the   resident,   you   know,   

whatever   term   you're   using,   would   appropriately   demonstrate   safety   awareness,   you   

know,   for   mobility   or   for   wheelchair   management.   I   think   you   don't   want   it   to   

necessarily   be   really   specific   to,   you   know,   a   specific   activity.   But   I   think   that,   that,   you   

know,   goes   with   safety   management,   a   lots   of   times,   spaced   retrieval   is   really   getting   a   

compensatory   strategy   or   a   safety   strategy   in   place.   So   I   think   when   you're   writing   the   

goal,   you   wanna   think   in   those   terms,   but   spaced   retrieval   would   be   the   mechanism   to   

achieve   that   goal.   And   so   when   you're   documenting   the   skilled   services   that   you're   

providing,   you   would   want   to   document   that   you're   using   spaced   retrieval,   Bob...   

  

-   [Bob]   I   just   wanna   say   that   I   agree   with   that.   I   find   that   when   I'm   working   in   treatment,   

that   if   I   paired   the   lesson   with   something   physical,   I   recently   used   it   with   an   individual   

that   his   job   at   home   was   to   get   the   mail.   So   we   practice   that   by   actually   going   and   

getting   the   mail.   And   then   we   had   his   wife   put   letters   in,   in   between   each   break   so   that   

he   had   the   positive   reinforcement   of   opening   the   box   at   the   right   time   and   the   mail  

being   present.   So   again,   pairing   that   motor   learning   with   the   technique   that   we're   

teaching   is   really,   I   think   becomes   more   salient.   
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-   [Amy]   Excellent.   

  

-   [Beth]   And   I'll   add   to   that.   The   fidelity   of   retrieval   is   really   important.   So   the   fact   that   

you're   doing   it   the   way   it's   presented   in   the   research   that   has   the   positive   outcomes.   

So   really   if   you're   wanting   to   use   spaced   retrieval,   it's   not   really   something   that   you   

necessarily,   you   know,   modify.   So   I   do   encourage   you,   if   you   are   interested   in   using   

space   retrieval   and   you   wanna   do   that   more   Jennifer   Brush,   Cameron   Camp,   Jeanette   

Benigas   are   names   to   look   for   in   your   searches,   but   you   really   wanna   make   sure   that   

you   follow,   again   with   behavioral   approaches,   a   lot   of   times   it's   important   that   it's   

systematic   and   that   you   have,   you   know,   the   correct   reinforcement   and   with   the   

errorless   learning   that   you   don't,   you   know,   allow   the   person   to   make   a   mistake   and   

that   you   are   very   consistent   in   how   you   present   the   information   as   well.   So   I   would   

encourage   you   to   review   that   information   if   you   haven't   used   spaced   retrieval   for   awhile   

or   find   some   more   sources   more   than   what   we   discussed   here.   

  

-   [Amy]   Well,   I   think   given   the   time   we   should   probably   wrap   up   here,   Mary   Beth   and   

Bob,   thanks   so   much.   This   was   really   a   nicely   organized   and   very   clear   and   informative   

presentation.   And   I   really   appreciate   it.   I   learned   a   great   deal   myself.   And   I'd   like   to   say   

thanks   to   our   audience   for   spending   an   hour   of   your   day   with   us.   We   hope   to   see   you   

at   another   webinar   before   long,   everybody   stay   safe   and   healthy   out   there.   And   thanks   

again,   thanks   again   to   our   presenters   and   thanks   to   our   audience   you   guys,   have   a   

great   day.   

  

-   [Bob]   Thanks   everyone.   

  

-   [Beth]   Thank   you.   
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